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• 100% American made 
by artisans in the United 
States

• Luxurious, unparalleled 
soft fabrics

• Long-lasting

• Custom made for your 
pet with your choice of 
fabrics for the top and 
the bottom

• Machine washable and 
dryer friendly (please 
check care instructions)

2018 Collection
BESSIE AND BARNIE
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BESSIE AND BARNIE 
BEDS

Yin-Yang Bagel Bed 
Pg. 3

Cuddle Pod
Pg.4

Bagel Bed
Pg. 2

Lily Pod
Pg. 5

Burrow Bed
Pg. 7

Bagelette Bed
Pg. 6

Sicilian Rectangle Bed
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Bubba Bed
Pg. 8
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BAGEL BED
Big, plush, and comfortable, our signature line of Bagel Beds has it all! Softer 
than a freshly baked New York bagel, on our beds your pet will be sleeping 
happily all night. Bagel beds are available in our full line of colors and stylish 
patterns. You can make it your pet’s exclusive by customizing it, choosing 
among the best soft fabrics in the industry, mixing (or not) the fabrics of the 
top and bottom. Pamper your furry friend even more by monogramming it 
with your pet’s name or initials.

Customization options:
Choice of one option of fabric for the top and one for the bottom. 
Available in sizes XS (24”), S (30”), M (36”), L (42”) and XL (50”)

• Designed with a 360 degree zipper that’s easy to assemble and clean

• Waterproof pillow liner

• Filling made of eco-friendly polyfill

•  Monogram
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YIN-YANG BAGEL BED
A different version of the Bagel Bed. Yin-Yang Beds are available in our full 
line of colors and exclusive patterns. You can have the Yin-Yang symbol 
on one or both sides, mixing it up to four fabrics. Your dog will not sleep 
anywhere else! Pamper your furry friend even more by monogramming it 
with your pet’s name or initials. Customization options:

Choice of up to two fabrics for the 
top and up to two for the bottom.
Available in sizes XS (24”), S (30”), 
M (36”), L (42”) and XL (50”)

• Yin-yang symbol on one or 
both sides, mixing it up to four 
fabrics (up to two different 
fabrics of customer’s choice on 
each side)

• Designed with a 360 degree 
zipper that is easy to assemble 
and clean

• Waterproof pillow liner

• Filling made of eco-friendly 
polyfill

BAGEL BED
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CUDDLE POD
Our most famous hybrid bed! Ideal for small dogs and cats. Features a 
drawstring that enables you to curl up and convert the bed to different 
levels of cuddliness. This unique design makes it two beds in one and with 
the reversible feature your furry friend can enjoy the best of both worlds. Up 
to three fabrics can be used, making the cuddle pods appearance different 
when used on its opposite sides. A hidden pouch is provided to store the 
excess drawstring. Pamper your furry friend even more by monogramming it 
with your pet’s name or initials.

Customization options:
Choice of one option of fabric for the top and one for the bottom and one 
for the patch. 
Available in Standard size (30”)

•  Convertible (can be used in two different shapes)

•  Reversible (can be used on two different sides)

•  Filled with eco-friendly polyfill

•  Monogram
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LILY POD
Our Lily Pod is a smaller (but just as adorable) version of the Cuddle Pod. A 
hybrid bed, ideal for small dogs and cats. Features a drawstring that enables 
you to curl up and convert the bed to different levels of cuddliness. This 
unique design makes it two beds in one and with the reversible feature your 
furry friend can enjoy the best of both worlds. Up to two fabrics can be 
used, making the Lily Pods appearance different when used on its opposite 
sides. A hidden pouch is provided to store the excess drawstring. Pamper 
your furry friend even more by monogramming it with your pet’s name 
or initials.

Customization options:
Choice of one option of fabric for the top and one for patch (in the middle of 
the top fabric). Available in Standard size (24”)

• Convertible (can have more than one use)

• Reversible (can be used on two different sides)

• Insulated with eco-friendly polyfill

• Monogram
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BAGELETTE BED
The Bagelette features a drawstring that enables you to curl up and convert 
the bed to different levels of cuddliness, providing your pet with the utmost 
comfort experience. This unique design makes it two beds in one and with 
the reversible feature your furry friend can enjoy the best of both worlds. 
Choose different fabrics and you will have an interchangeable bed that 
looks completely different when used on opposite sides. A hidden pouch is 
provided to store the excess drawstring. Pamper your furry friend even more 
by monogramming it with your pet’s name or initials.

Customization options:
Choice of one option of fabric for the top and one for the bottom.
Available in sizes S (30”) and M (36”)

• Convertible (can be used in two different shapes)

• Reversible (can be used on two different sides)

• Waterproof pillow liner

• Top and bottom filled with eco-friendly polyfill

• Monogram
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SICILIAN RECTANGLE BED
Our Sicilian Rectangle Bed offers the same design and comfort as our world 
famous Bagel Beds. Designed with five large water proof pillows, the Sicilian 
Rectangle Bed evenly distributes the weight of your pet preventing it from 
cratering. Our design lets you choose up to three fabrics for the Sicilian 
Rectangle Bed; Top, bottom, and lateral, creating a unique and stylish 
design. The incredible combinations that can be made with our full line of 
fabrics not only makes this a hot item but also a must have for our four-
legged friends (and their owners)! Pamper your furry friend even more by 
monogramming it with your pet’s name or initials.

Customization options:
Choice of one option of fabric for 
the top, bottom and lateral. 
Available in sizes M (32”x36”x6”), L 
(46”x35”x6”) and XL (56”x41”x6”)

• Waterproof pillow liner

• Filling made of eco-friendly 
polyfill

• Monogram

BURROW BED
Perfect for dogs and cats who love to burrow, play and to curl up for a nap 
in perfect comfort. The excess of soft cuddle material is made for your pet 
to burrow into a lush plush interior that will satisfy their sleeping needs. The 
Burrow Bed is designed so that all pets can snuggle with the comfort of a 
cover. In addition to its unique design, the bottom pillow and sides are filled 
with our eco-friendly polyfill providing the ultimate sleeping experience. The 
reversibility feature provides the use of two different sides and pet owners 
can choose up to two fabrics among our soft fabrics selection. Pamper your 
furry friend even more by monogramming it with your pet’s name or initials.

Customization options:
Choice of one option of fabric for 
the outside and one for the inside. 
Available in size (36” x 22”)

• Top and bottom filled with eco-
friendly polyfill

• Reversible (can be used on two 
different sides)
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BUBBA BED
A fabulous big and fluffy pillow that provides the utmost comfort for your 
pet. Customize it by choosing from our fantastic selection of soft fabrics, 
creating a unique and comfortable bed. Pamper your furry friend even more 
by monogramming it with your pet’s name or initials.

Customization options:
Choice of one option of fabric for 
the top and one for the bottom.
Available in sizes SM/MD (34”x29”) 
and L/XL (48”x52”)

• Easily removable cover with 
zipper

• Waterproof pillow liner

• Filling made of eco-friendly 
polyfill

• Monogram

REPLACEMENTS
Pillows
Ooops! An accident happened and is it time for a new 
bed insert? Or does your pet just want to have an extra 
one? Your four legged friend will have the feeling of a 
new bed by getting a new replacement filler. The feel of 
comfort will be refreshed with our longlasting and eco-
friendly pillow. The world and your pet will thank you!
Available for Bagel Beds and Sicilian Rectangle Beds.

Covers
Our covers are available in our full line of colors and 
exclusive patterns. You can make it your pet’s own by 
customizing it, choosing among the best soft fabrics 
in the industry, mixing (or not) the fabrics of the tops 
and bottoms. Pamper your furry friend even more by 
monogramming it with your pet’s name or initials.
Available for Bagel Bed and Sicilian Rectangle Bed.
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BESSIE AND BARNIE 
ACCESSORIES

Harnesses 
Pg. 10

Harnesses with Cover
Pg. 11

Blankets
Pg. 10

Leashes
Pg. 12

The Home Collection
Pg. 12

Collars
Pg. 12

Bed in a Blanket
Pg. 13

Crate Pad
Pg. 13

Bone Pillow
Pg. 13
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BLANKET
Our luxury Blankets are as soft and cuddly as your dog. The blankets are 
reversible, meaning that there is two different fabrics on each side that 
you and your furry friend can enjoy cuddling with. The fabrics used are a 
special type of plush fabric that is similar to fleece but softer and thicker. 
The high quality of these fabrics prevents its colors from fading and its 
warmth from decreasing over time. Pamper your furry friend even more by 
monogramming it with your pet’s name or initials.

Customization options:
Choice of one option of fabric for the top and one for the bottom. Ruffles 
can be added optionally (cannot be a shag fabric). 
Available in sizes XS (20”x20”), S (24”x24”), M (28”x36”), L (36”x56”), XL 
(56”x56”) and XXL (60”x84”)

• Reversible (can be used on two different sides)

• Monogram

HARNESSES
The Bessie + Barnie Air Comfort Harnesses are manufactured with top 
technological mesh that is extra soft on the fur. The air flow feature provides 
a cool comfort that always keeps your dog ventilated. Have fun creating 
your pet’s dream harness by choosing from our collection of stylish durable 
ribbons, outer edge, and bottom fabrics. Pamper your furry friend even 
more by monogramming it with your pet’s name or initials.

Customization options:
Harnesses are made-to-order. 
Please choose your ribbon , outer 
edge, and bottom fabric. 
Available in sizes XS, S, M, L and XL

• Adjustable

• Monogram
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HARNESS WITH COVER
The Bessie + Barnie Mesh Comfort Dog Harnesses are manufactured with 
top technological mesh that is extra soft on the fur and keeps your dog cool. 
Now you can add a plush cover that will enhance the appearance and create 
a unique look. Have fun creating your pet’s dream harness by choosing from 
our collection of stylish durable ribbons and outer edge colors. Pamper your 
furry friend even more by monogramming it with your pet’s name or initials.

Customization options:
Harnesses are made-to-order. 
Please choose your ribbon , outer 
edge, and bottom fabric. 
Available in sizes XS, S, M, L and XL

• Adjustable

• Monogram

Ribbons Outer Edge Bottom Fabric (cover)

Ribbons Outer Edge Bottom Fabric

Harness with Cover Fabric Selection

Harnesses Fabric Selection
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COLLARS
The Bessie + Barnie collars are made with resistant nylon that is smooth on 
the fur. Fully adjustable with a durable buckle to assure your pet’s comfort 
and safety on their regular everyday use. Have fun designing your pets collar 
by choosing from our collection of stylish ribbons.

Customization options:
Collars are made-to-order. Please select your choice of ribbon. Available in 
sizes XS (8.5”), S (10.5”), M (13.5”), L (15.5”) and XL (17.5”)

LEASHES
The Bessie + Barnie Comfort Leashes assure durability and ease your pets 
walk with a sturdy nylon base that is soft on the hands and a thick steel 
snap-n-hook that attaches firmly for your pets safety. Have fun designing the 
leashes by choosing from our collection of stylish ribbons!

Customization options:
Leashes are made-to-order. Please select your choice of ribbon. Available in 
sizes S (4 ft), M (6 ft) and L (8 ft)

HOME PILLOWS 
Bessie and Barnie Home soft and plush pillows provide a perfect balance of 
style and simplicity. These decorative pillows will be an excellent addition to 
your home décor.
Our playful, soft and plush fabrics are available in various colors and 
combinations. Bessie and Barnie Home decorative pillows are machine 
washable and insulated with premium Eco-friendly poly fill.

Customization options:
Choice of one option of fabric for the top and for the bottom. 
Available in size 18”x18”

HOME COLLECTION
Introducing the Home collection! You can now enjoy your very own Bessie 
and Barnie soft and plush fabrics for your bed. You can choose from our 
1000 combinations. You can customize your set to not only match your pets 
but also monogram it with you initials as well!

Customization options:
Choice of one option of fabric for the top and for the bottom for each pillow 
and throw blanket. Ruffles can be added optionally (cannot be a shag fabric). 
Choose pillows 26” x 26”(2) , 16” x 16” (2) , 12” x 24”(1) ,  and throw blanket 
50” x 60” (1) 

• Monogram

• Monogram
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BED IN A BLANKET
Is it a bed or is it a blanket? It’s convertible! Blanket, square bed and cuddle 
pod all in one product. Fantastic for traveling with your pet or if you need 
an extra bed. At home fill your Bed-in-a-Blanket with your old shirts, towels, 
socks or even a pillow. Old clothes make the perfect bed stuffing as dogs 
love the scent of their owners, and at the same time is economic and eco-
friendly. When in your hotel room you can stuff your Bed-in-a-Blanket with 
a pillow or towels. Simply adjust the shape of the bed by tightening the 
hidden drawstring. Pamper your furry friend even more by monogramming 
it with your pet’s name or initials.

Customization options:
Choice of one option of fabric for the top and one for the bottom. The ruffle 
is automatically added if one of the fabrics is not a shag fabric. 
Available in sizes S (24”) and M (36”)

CRATE PAD
Our Crate Pads are a hybrid product and are designed to fit most carriers 
and crates. They can be used as a matt, pillow, or even as a bed, depending 
on the size of your furry friend and on the optional adding of our eco-
friendly polyfill. Pamper your furry friend even more by monogramming it 
with your pet’s name or initials.

Customization options:
Choice of one option of fabric for the top and one for the bottom. Our eco-
friendly polyfill can be added optionally if you wish to use this product as a 
pillow/bed. Available in sizes S (16”x12”), M (16”x20”) and L (18”x24”)

• Reversible (can be used on two different sides)

• Convertible (can be used in two different shapes)

• Monogram

BONE PILLOW
All dogs love to bite bones. Our soft Bone Pillow is the perfect toy for your 
dog to chew on! Pamper your furry friend even more by monogramming it 
with your pet’s name or initials.

Customization options:
Choice of one option of fabric for the top and one for the bottom. 
Available in size ST (18”x10”)

• Eco-friendly polyfill

• Monogram

• Made with hidden zipper and 
drawstring

• Adjustable depth and shape

• Eco-friendly

• Monogram
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Fabric Selection
Shags

Blondie Bubble Gum Frosted Willow Grizzly Bear Lipstick Lollipop

Midnight Frost Snow White Wolfhound Grey Wonderlust

Fun

Cake Pop Ice Cream Ocean Wave Pink It Fence Robin Egg Versailles Blue

Versailles Pink

Plain

Aqua Marine Divine Caramel Heavenly Lilac Periwinkle Pink Lotus
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Animal Prints

Aspen Snow Leopard Chepard Giraffe Serenity Grey Simba Spotted Pony

Wild Kingdom Zebra

Classy Plain

Artic Seal 

Black Puma Blue Sky Camel Rose Cotton Candy Frosted Glacier

Godiva Brown Gravel Stone Honeymoon

Koala

Love Struck Midnight Blue

Outdoor

Brickell

Natural Beauty

Wonderland
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